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Abstract 

Demand analysis in general needs to deal with two fundamental elements: the first is the necessary identification of 
timing and special differences and the second is the necessary separation of ability and willingness in personal 
consumption behavior. Only by taking both considerations into account and adopting portfolio theory as the 
analytical framework and tool, can demand be realistically explained. As a consequence, this study demonstrates that 
numerous demand issues, including the designing of a national improvement indicator of economic life, can all be 
reasonably studied.  
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1. Introduction 

Consumption behavior is subjective, hence cannot be analyzed in a strictly positive manner. Therefore, this study 
offers two fundamental concepts as the bases for constructing a general framework for analyzing market demand. 
The first identifies time and space dimensions, which the introduction of Kant’s Kritik der reinen Vernunft 
particularly emphasizes. The second identifies willingness and ability as two dimensions that constitute demand. 
Semantically, the separation of current and future consumption relates to the temporal dimension, and the separation 
of subsistence and non-subsistence goods relates to the spatial dimension. In addition, willingness and ability can 
usually be expressed as personal consumption preferences and as personal disposable incomes and financial 
capability, respectively. 

For a person #j, his or her incomes jY  must be equal to consumable disposable incomes jdY ,  plus savings jS  

(or dis-savings); hence, requiring a time no shorter than that for jS  or jdY ,  to vary. We can thus have four 

different types of time frame to study consumption behavior: (i) the very short-term, where personal preferences, 

disposable incomes and incomes are all assumed to be constant in order to reflect the very short-term stability of 

consumption habits and income proceeds; (ii) the short-term, where only personal preferences can be allowed to vary; 

(iii) the long-term, where both personal preferences and disposable incomes can be allowed to vary; and (iv) the very 

long-term, where personal preferences, disposable incomes and incomes can all be allowed to vary. (Note 1) 

Moreover, in this study, savings or dis-savings will be taken for the sole purpose of making current or future 

consumption. 

Uncertainty is a peripheral problem immediately arising from this framework. Although jdY ,  can be predetermined 

as the personal consumption budget, expressing it as an uncertain jdY ,

~
 is still necessary if the meaning of personal 

expenditures is also assumed. Accordingly, all related analyses must be performed under type (iii) or (iv) time frame, 

because personal disposable incomes can typically be allowed to vary only in the long-term. Moreover, by assuming 
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After dividing the personal consumption portfolio into two groups of goods that are relatively sensitive and 

insensitive to expected inflation, and expecting the total personal expenditures to remain constant, the short-term 

relation between expected inflation )~(E  and the quantity consumed q is presented in Figure 1. In this figure, line 

I represents the majority of necessities and luxuries that are relatively sensitive to )~(E . In contrast, line II 

represents personal subsistence goods in addition to a few necessities and luxuries associated with special personal 

preferences that are relatively insensitive to )~(E . If )~(E  can be zero, the entire personal consumption 

portfolio is expected to remain the same, other things being equal. If )~(E  is negative, representing expected 

deflation, then consumption behavior must be different. Therefore, it is not presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 provides the basis for discussing only the willingness (but not the ability) dimension of personal demand. 

Once the expected personal disposable incomes )
~

( , jdYE  for person #j can be allowed to vary, we must adopt the 

type (iii) time frame to deal with the changing )
~

( , jdYE . The original q- )~(E  plane must be transformed into a q-

)
~

( , jdZE  plane, in which, )
~

( , jdZE  represents expected actual disposable incomes and is equal to )
~

( , jdYE /

)~(E . This maintains the original variable of )~(E  and introduces the variable )
~

( , jdYE . 

Figure 2 shows a personal long-term demand curve for subsistence goods. By nature, a minimal quantity jq ,0  is 

still required even when )
~

( , jdZE  is zero, and the quantity consumed is relatively insensitive to a changing 

)
~

( , jdZE . Line I in Figure 3 represents those necessities and luxuries that are sensitive to a changing )
~

( , jdZE ; 

their consumption quantities can be constrained by a threshold )
~

( ,
l

jdZE . If previous total personal expenditures can 

be depicted as 0
, jdZ , then the current personal preferences can be inferred from the information of previous 

consumed quantity jq0 . Additionally, necessities or luxuries that are consumed only when personal income is 

expected to increase can be presented as line II with a much higher threshold of )
~

( ,
h

jdZE . 
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2.2 Personal Demand in the Willingness Dimension 

Figure 1 explains the willingness dimension of a certain product demand. However, the explanation relies on 
assuming fixed personal preferences and fits only type (i), the very short-term time frame. Therefore, a more 
complete explanation of the willingness dimension of demand must be provided to include other types of time frame 
to deal with changing personal consumption preferences, as well as changing personal disposable incomes. 

First, the concept of identifying individual and systematic components based on portfolio theory applies here. 
Basically, other than the current consumption portfolio, the individual components of consumption behavior that are 
or supposedly can be controlled by consumers should also include the planned consumption portfolio. The impact on 
the willingness dimension of personal demand under this consideration can, therefore, indicate early realization of 
planned consumption. Second, whereas the systematic component of consumption behavior cannot be controlled by 
consumers, it can be linked to new products promoted by suppliers. The impulsive consumption of new products 
might be seen as an easy way to improve one’s lifestyle or simply have fun; however, its impact might change the 
content of the current or even planned consumption portfolio.  

Finally, consumption behavior can also be affected by ethics, which presently constitute the widest gap between 
consumers and suppliers. For instance, concerns about environmental protection and human rights have gradually 
escalated among consumers worldwide; however, only a small portion of suppliers can address those concerns. In the 
portfolio theory viewpoint, this means that consumers already treat environmental protection issues and human rights 
as systematic components by which those participating in the market should abide. However, most suppliers still see 
these as individual components. 

2.3 Ethic and Demand 

As Maslow (1943) suggested, consumption behavior is a method of consuming resources based on our instincts and 
motivations. Similar to the need for a lingua franca among people speaking different languages, the harmonious 
operation of economic activities relies entirely on establishing a certain set of general ethical principles in the market, 
officially or unofficially. However, current studies that directly link economic behavior and ethics can be found 
mainly in the field of behavioral finance (Shefrin & Statman, 2000; Brouwer, 2009). Regarding the problem of 
establishing a universal or global set of ethics, current studies are still restricted to topics on international 
relationships or the global environment (Küng, 1998; Fox, 2006). If a universal ethics with respect to global 
economic activities cannot yet be realized, it might be difficult to establish a workable set of universal ethics outside 
of the economic sector. (Note 2) 

The greatest difficulty in analyzing an ethical issue is the quantitative data collection. Fortunately, because marginal 
change is of considerable interest in economic analysis, the link between ethics and economic activity can thus be 
properly analyzed by inspecting marginal changes in actual data. One example will be demonstrated later on.   

As Maslow (1943, p. 391) emphasized, goals must serve as a centering principle in motivation theory. In this study, 
pursuing national long-term development is suggested as the current necessary goal of personal consumption 
behavior. (Note 3) In addition, to avoid the tedious task of collecting the expenditure data on individual products, 
simplification must be considered. The classification into the following three categories is suggested as the starting 
point to analyze the link between ethic and demand: (a) subsistence goods, (b) non-subsistence goods that can more 
appropriately conform to the goal of pursuing national long-term development, and (c) other non-subsistence goods 
that cannot. More detailed studies can be considered by including, for example, Maslow’s five levels of motivation. 

Total actual expenditures in each of these three categories can now be applied to preliminarily analyze the demand 
evolution of each category. Particularly for suppliers, after acquiring the information on all the change rates on the 
total actual expenditures for each category and their related standard deviations, the WINDEX suggested by Yu 
(2012) can be calculated directly. After comparing to the WINDEX of the whole market, the trend of WINDEX 
deviation for each category can be presented. Accordingly, information on the rise or fall of each category in the 
market can be obtained, and appropriate business planning can be implemented. Additionally, ethical pathology can 
be exercised. For instance, if the growth rate of subsistence goods exhibits an abnormal pattern, then, in Maslow’s 
(1943) view, the national health condition might already be deteriorated. In contrast, if the growth rate of goods that 
are associated with psychological needs shows signs of marginally increasing, this can indicate that the quality of the 
national economy is improving.  

3. Demand Elasticity and Income Elasticity 

Demand elasticity must be analyzed using time frame types (ii) or (iii) after excluding type (iv). This is because 
whenever consumption quantities are allowed to vary, the assumption of constant personal preferences must be 
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discarded immediately. 

Regarding the total number of n products available in the market, the situation begins by making a price change 1dP  

on product #1, which in turn, by assuming a downward sloping curve, affects the consumption quantity 1Q  and the 

total expenditure 1dY  spent on product #1. In a type (ii) frame work, which assumes a fixed total expenditures dY  

in the market, 1ddY  is completely adjusted by nddY 2 , representing the total expenditures on all products other 

than product #1. The complete analyses of price elasticity can therefore be performed based on the following four 

possible settings. 

[Case 1] Concerning the inelastic section of the demand curve with the following initial conditions: 01 dP , 

01 ddY , 02 nddY . Because 1ddY  equal nddY 2  and 

)1( 11111111  dPQdPQdQPdYd                            (1) 

The final outcome is 

11

2
1 1

dPQ

dY nd                                        (2) 

1  is evidently smaller than 1, a result that conforms to the initial setting. 

[Case 2] Concerning again the inelastic section of the demand curve (including the point of unit elasticity) but with 

different initial conditions: 01 dP , 01 ddY , 02 nddY . 1  in Equation (2) is smaller than 1 and conforms 

to the initial setting. 

[Case 3] Concerning the elastic section of the demand curve with the following initial conditions: 01 dP , 

01 ddY , 02 nddY . 1  in Equation (2) is greater than 1 and conforms to the initial setting. 

[Case 4] Concerning again the elastic section of the demand curve but with different initial conditions: 01 dP , 

01 ddY , 02 nddY . 1  in Equation (2) is greater than 1 and conforms to the initial setting. 

Clearly, the above analyses already bypass the type (i) time frame. The possibility of using personal savings or loans 

to partially or completely balance 1ddY  should therefore be reconsidered. Equation (2) is thus changed to 

1111

2
1 1

dPQ

dS

dPQ

dY nd                                    (3) 

By assuming equality between dSdY nd 2  here and the original nddY 2  in Equation (2), that is, no 
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over-adjustment, the value of 1  remains the same, and all confirmations stated in Cases 1 to 4 remain true. 

Regarding the type (iii) time frame, since ddY  can now be allowed to vary, Equation (3) must thus be changed to 

111111

2
1 1

dPQ

dY

dPQ

dS

dPQ

dY dnd                                    (4) 

At this time, dS  can also serve as a reservoir for any imbalanced ddY . Again, by assuming equality between 

dnd dYdSdY 2  here and the original nddY 2  in Equation (2), the value of 1  remains the same, and all 

confirmations stated in Cases 1 to 4 remain true. 

Two points can be concluded from the above. First, the existence of unit elasticity cannot be evidenced. Point 

demand elasticity might share characteristics similar to the nonexistence of point probability in a probability density 

function. Second, when nddY 2  in Equation (2) or dSdY nd 2  in Equation (3) or dnd dYdSdY 2  in 

Equation (4) equals 1ddY , all three equations can be transformed into an identical outcome of 

11

1
1 1

dPQ

dY d                                       (5) 

In addition, for a total number of m income classes of consumers in the market, the following condition must also 
hold for product #1 

)1(...)1(
...

,1,11,11,1
11

,11,1

11

1
mm

mddd ww
dPQ

dYdY

dPQ

dY  


               (6) 

in which, jw ,1  represents a quantity weight. Consequently, the following must result 





m

j
jjw

1
,1,11                                       (7) 

One economic meaning behind Equation (7) is that, for example, if different classes of consumers were distributed 

uniformly or in a similar fashion, then 1  would be unreliable. A further step of significance confirmation is 

therefore required after acquiring the information in Equation (7). In the future, j,1  might be widely used to 

represent the existing willingness of specific classes of consumers in the market. 
Whenever income elasticity is concerned, the object of analysis is the total disposable incomes or expenditures in the 
market. First, we assume that income elasticity can solely evaluate the importance of individual products. Second, to 
reduce the tediousness of calculation, similarly to the idea suggested in Section 2.3 of this study, the whole market 
consumption portfolio is divided into the following three categories: (a) subsistence goods, (b) non-subsistence 
goods that can better conform to the ultimate goal of pursuing national long-term development, and (c) other 
non-subsistence goods that cannot. Finally, the total market expenditures in each category is applied as the basis for 
measuring the impact caused by the changing total disposable incomes in the market. 

Based on this idea and using just three individual products to represent the three categories, Equation (1) can thus be 
replaced with 

13
3

3
3

2
2

2
2

1
1

1
1 

dddddd dY

dP
Q

dY

dQ
P

dY

dP
Q

dY

dQ
P

dY

dP
Q

dY

dQ
P                 (8) 
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After transformations into measures of income elasticity, the final outcome is 

13
3,3

2
2,21 32


d

QY
d

QY dY

dP
Qw

dY

dP
QwF

dd
                       (9) 

in which 
2,QYd

  and 
3,QYd

  represent an integrated income elasticity of the products listed under categories (b) 

and (c), respectively; 2w  and 3w  are corresponding weights; and 1F  equals the first two items in Equation (8). 

Accordingly, a simple improvement indicator of economic life can be suggested as 

332 ,3
3

3
2

21,3,2 2)(1 QY
dd

QYQYHP ddd
w

dY

dP
Q

dY

dP
QFwwI              (10) 

because category (c) contains products that cannot conform to the goal of national long-term development, hence 
needing to be represented in the negative.  

Based on Equation (10), with the purpose of ethically upgrading the national economy, the government can exert its 
efforts in three directions. The first concerns category (a), where the goal is to make the total expenditures in this 
category less sensitive to the variations generated from national disposable incomes; the second concerns categories 
(b) and (c), where the goal is to make the prices of all non-subsistence goods less sensitive to variations generated 
from national disposable incomes; the last deals with the income elasticity of category (c). Because its sensitivity to 
changing national disposable incomes is doubled, the direction of this effort should be carefully managed. 

Once a national improvement indicator of economic life can be effectively implemented, the government should 
consider establishing a higher-tier of improvement indicator of economic life. We suggest that this task can begin by 
introducing additionally negative factors in the market including particularly all types of social and environmental 
costs. 

It is commonly accepted that exogenous effects are difficulty to measure precisely, and that this might cause 
considerable problems in related analyses. Fortunately, marginal analyses are more vital in economics, and all 
variables in Equation (10) can conform to this requirement. 

4. Optimal Budget Control Practice 

If consumers have difficulty controlling their budgets, they can attempt to address this problem by applying the 

optimal portfolio technique. If the growth rate of the budget can be set as fr , which can be zero or negative, and if 

the expected price change rate of every product being consumed can be measured as )~(rE  and the related standard 

deviation can be measured as  , after excluding all subsistence goods and certain non-subsistence goods with 

special personal preferences from the personal consumption portfolio, what remains can compose an efficient 

frontier such as that presented in Figure 5.  

Regarding investment, if the opportunity cost can be set as fr , then the corresponding optimal allocation of capital 

can be presented as the market portfolio m in the same figure. Because consumption behavior is of concern, locating 

the optimal practice of budget control must take an entirely different approach, one that is similar to the concept of 

short-sale in the financial market, and the result is the lower tangent point w in Figure 5. According to the WINDEX 

mentioned in Yu (2012), if financial investment is interested, then portfolio m can represent the most successful way 

to obtain more than the opportunity cost fr . However, if consumption behavior is interested, then portfolio w can 

represent the least possible way to let the budget exceed a growth rate of fr . 
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elementary categories of subsistence goods, necessities and luxuries; or, where ethical concern applies, into 
categories of subsistence goods and of products that can better conform to the goal of pursuing national long-term 
development, and of products that cannot. By doing so, considering the temporal dimension and applying portfolio 
theory, a great number of demand problems including the creation of a workable improvement index of economic 
life can all be realistically explained.  

Based on the portfolio theory viewpoint, it is a responsibility for the wealthy to promote the contemporary universal 
ethics of the nation. This is because they can circumvent the constraint of consuming only subsistence goods, and the 
quality of life they can attain by pursuing personal ethics can easily reach a stage of marginal decrease. The method 
of circumventing these constraints, therefore, is to switch from pursuing personal ethics to pursuing universal ethics. 
This reasoning can be inferred from Figures 2a and 2b, and, in addition, all related explanations presented by Yu 
(2013). That is, whenever the opportunity to make substantial growth diminishes, the direction of reducing 
systematic risk can still serve as an efficient direction of development especially for developed nations. Reducing 
systematic risk is equivalent to pursuing a higher level of universal ethics. 

The responsibility of economists should include the goal of pursuing national and global long-term development. 
Simple suggestions might include the participation of clarifying the categories and ratings of those products that 
cannot conform to this goal; establishment of a stock market that lists only stocks that can conform to this goal; or 
establishment of a national improvement indicator of economic life. The responsibility of economists should also 
include the continuous perfection of our economics textbooks, particularly when the related criticism is already high. 
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Notes 

Note 1. Separating type (iv) from type (iii) is necessary. For example, if jY  can be fixed, then jS  must be an 
uncertain jS

~
 in order to absorb completely the variation generated from jdY ,

~
. In contrast, if jY  can also be 

allowed to vary, then jS  is still jS
~

; however, it is not forced to move negatively and synchronously with jdY ,
~

. 
For convenience, type (iv) will not be further discussed in this study. 

Note 2. “One can act with ethical responsibility only by taking the complex economic problems into account.” (Küng, 
1997, p. 160) 

Note 3. As Smith (1854, 2000, pp. 127, 339) put it, “[M]an, … that his own interest is connected with the prosperity 
of society, and that the happiness, perhaps the preservation of his existence, depends upon its reservation.” “All those 
different orders and societies are dependent upon the state to which they owe their security and protection. That they 
are all subordinate to that state, and established only in subserviency to its prosperity and preservation, is a truth 
acknowledged by the most partial member of every one of them.” 


